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Spring Into These Colored Oxfords 
 
 

Winter.  Who else is over it?  It’s time to let old man winter sleep, and welcome back 
spring.  Blue skies.  Green grass.  Budding trees.  The season is full of bold colors.  It’s 
time to embrace your manhood and take a cue from Mother Nature.  While the classic 
white Oxford will always remain a faithful go-to, we’ve decided to spring into the season 
by donning a colored Oxford. 
 
Take a Cue from Denim 
 From Esquire to GQ, there’s a lot of talk about denim shirts, and for good reason. 
Perhaps it’s a tribute to the hard-working men who industrialized America, sporting their 
durable denim for their daily grind.  Maybe it’s the timeless casual look that implies 
weekends, relaxation, and a no-care mindset.  There’s no need to reserve this look for 
out-of-office wear.  Choosing a denim-colored Oxford might make you think it’s the 
weekend, even on a Monday (just forego the feet up lounge on the boardroom table). 
 

- Pair your denim-colored Oxford with navy or black for a bold statement.  Soften 
the look with a tanned leather belt and shoes. 

- Lighter denim colors pair well with steel grays.  To complement the look, pair with 
tanned leathers. 

- Go big, be dapper.  Wear the denim shirt with similarly toned khakis, and throw 
on the tan jacket.  Accent with a paisley or plaid handkerchief tucked into your 
jetted pocket. 

 
Rock the Pastels 
There’s nothing more masculine than a man owning his pastel Oxford.  There’s a lot of 
choices, from lavenders to pink, greens and yellows.  These pastel hues may be soft, 
but they’re a powerful statement.  Patterns should be embraced here as well.  From 
pinstripes to paisleys, pastels pack a punch when properly paired.  Just don’t let all that 
power go to your head. 
 

- Pair a pink striped shirt with different tones of tan.  Medium toned khakis, dark 
leather belt and shoes, and burgundy accents around the neck and/or in the 
jetted pocket of your jacket make a sharp statement. 



- Lighter lavenders pair well with dark gray or navy pants, accented with 
dark-tanned leathers.  Darker lavenders pair well with lighter grays, accented 
with steel gray belts and shoes. 

 
- If you’re going pastel, you’ve got to nail the necktie.  Navy, plum, and steel gray 

neckties add the powerful pop to your ensemble.  
 
Go for the Gusto with Patterns 
While there’s nothing understated about the classic white Oxford, there’s a world of 
interesting prints and patterns that can freshen up your spring wardrobe.  When you 
own it, there’s really no limit to what you can do.  However, these few tips will keep you 
gusto in your gingham.  
 

- Don’t be afraid to layer-up.  Spring can be chilly, and the layered look is both 
fashionable and functional.  Pair a pastel plaid with a steel gray tie and a light 
gray v-neck sweater for a casual look. 

- Look for micro-patterned florals to warm up your look while maintaining your 
manliness.  Choose a blazer that complements a color from your shirt to solidify 
the look. 

- Your jacket and pants do not have to match.  Try a plaid or gingham print that 
plays on plum and navy colors.  Pair that with navy khakis and a light tan jacket. 
Finish the look with a navy tie, dark belt, and solid handkerchief for your jetted 
pocket. 

 
A well-dressed man is a confident man.  Go out and rock those pink plaids, lead the 
way in lavender, and be dapper in denim.  Whatever Oxford you’re wearing, make sure 
to start with the right base layer: a properly fitted Underfit undershirt.  
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